
A WordPress website like no other.  Fit for heavy live traffic 

and frequent updates, our platform is ready to deliver thousands 

of new articles and news with little to no performance penalty. 
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Trafalgar Releasing in collaboration with its parent 

company, Trafalgar Entertainment creates 

unparalleled opportunities for award-winning theatre 

productions, educational events, and live cinema 

screenings to be staged on a global scale, engaging, 

and inspiring audiences worldwide.


There's not a day passing in the world without 

something exciting happening at the hand of London's 

Trafalgar team. Being a top global player, you need 

to expect a constant flow of news, blog articles, 

and event announcements. For your delight. 

The first time we discussed the future of the online platform, 

the company's site was hosted on a C# driven content management 

system, known as Umbraco.


Something was missing.


A performant frontend must be accompanied by a backend that 

allows its users to perform as well. 


Content creation is a task that WordPress excels at. A 

powerful, yet familiar administrator interface along with an 

extensive plugin ecosystem that allows for rapid and reliant 

feature extensions was the main selling point in the team 

decision to migrate.  
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https://trafalgar-releasing.com


You have to look good on stage.  And being dressed 

well on the Internet means having a good-looking, 

apple of the eye, website that represents your brand 

and allows its visitors to have a good taste of your 

organizational culture and what you have to offer. 


Not only this is the recommended approach for 

everyone with an online presence. But it becomes 

mandatory when you're taking the podium time after 

time. It becomes a responsibility in the face of 

your audience.  
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The main challenge was operating on                       

a tight deadline.


A mission-critical event was lining up. Trafalgar 

Releasing was expected to take the podium. 

This meant that at soon as the name hit the screens, the 

audience will get their phones ready and hit the website on 

their mobile devices as soon as the presentation closed. 


A functional mobile experience was paramount for the success of 

the operation.
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Synth palo santo williamsburg drinking vinegar. 

Franzen blog mlkshk asymmetrical slow-carb. 

Normcore poke viral, hammock banh mi cray 

authentic copper mug jianbing austin. Cliche 90's 

vexillologist, coloring book kogi chillwave small 

batch vinyl kale chips vaporware umami selfies. 

Franzen gluten-free 8-bit, prism vice cronut YOLO 

listicle umami selfies pitchfork lo-fi fanny pack 

semiotics austin. 


Coloring book distillery readymade, pug glossier four 

dollar toast tattooed crucifix tbh vinyl forage. Bitters 

migas activated charcoal pour-over.

Pinterest vegan chartreuse DIY cray. Live-edge kitsch 

kale chips, gochujang coloring book tbh kinfolk craft 

beer pop-up shoreditch ugh four loko. Pork belly 
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Meditation chillwave pop-up, trust fund tofu glossier 

kinfolk. Echo park tofu single-origin coffee forage 

live-edge next level hella before they sold out 

knausgaard vape pug YOLO.


Kickstarter lumbersexual cronut enamel pin artisan. 

Tote bag adaptogen everyday carry distillery, deep v 
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snackwave iPhone neutra you probably haven't 

heard of them. 
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Follow on Twitter02

Connect on LinkedIn01

Today, I consider myself the 
luckiest man on the face of the 
earth.

James Merchant is the Head of Marketing at Trafalgar. 
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The resulting website is a perfect example of 

mending usability with glam and a dash of British 

elegance to obtain a functional, yet very 

entertaining experience for the visitor.


The copytext on each page is carefully crafted to 

take the visitor through a complete awareness > 

interest > desire > action flow to help him cure 

information and follow the path with the highest 

return for him.


The page flow was also built by having a diverse 

audience in mind. It goes as far as brewing highly 

customized customer experiences for the most popular 

visitor typologies. Producers and cinema owners are 

provided with unique user journeys that serve them 

only the content they're most interested in. 


Powerful imagery and creative video content together 

with carefully crafted copy are the main pillars of 

the trafalgar-releasing.com experience.  

E x p e r i e n c e
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Coldplay World Tour: 
Wembley Stadium

On Christmas Eve, Coldplay had a stunning 

performance during their World Tour Show 

on the London’s Wembley Stadium.



The elegant typography together with distinguished imagery that exudes sophistication, 

along with a fresh, modern color scheme, is meant to upscale the brand's image while 

maintaining its relatability.

b r a n d
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We were given full ownership over         

technology selection.


 


And we are strongly opinionated when it comes 

to our technology.

T e c h n o l o g y
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The frontend is meant to be svelte in order to allow 

for fast download times, yet it needs to provide the 

development team with a logical, maintainable     

code architecture. 


We decided that the available JavaScript frameworks 

available at the time were coming with too much 

bloat to be reliable for our task. Happily for us, 

we were already deploying with success our own, 

minimal JavaScript framework, developed in-house.  

F r o n t - e n d
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<?php1

add_action( , );‘wp’ ‘prefix_setup_schedule’2

function prefix_setup_schedule() {3

if (!wp_next_scheduled(‘prefix_hourly_event’)){4

wp_schedule_event( (), , );time ‘hourly’ ‘prefix_hourly_event’5

}6

}7

8

add_action( , );‘prefix_hourly_event’ ‘prefix_do_this_hourly’9

10

function prefix_do_this_hourly() {11

12

}13

?>14

TM



The backend is built on top of WordPress and 

provides the administrators with custom-tailored, 

AFC-powered content widgets meant to keep the 

content creators focused while providing enough 

flexibility in terms of the available content type 

to enable their creativity. 


The platform takes advantage of Amazon's highly 

scalable, highly secure server infrastructure and 

Cloudflare's advanced caching strategies to present 

visitors with fast loading times and continuous 

uptime. 
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We have maintained a mobile-first mindset throughout the process. We understand 

mobile and desktop experiences are two different complete scenarios and need to be 

treated accordingly aiming to always deliver the right content and avoid downgrading 

one in favor of the other. 
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An improved visitor to lead conversion rates

Increased number of blog readers

Increased newsletter subscriptions

Time for content publication reduced to only seconds from hours

Content delivered to customers faster and at reduced 

cost via mobile, tablet and desktop


